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Learning Objectives

On successful completion of this Learning Unit, the participants will be able to:

● Provide counsel and guidance to others

● Assist others

● Be client-oriented (specifically in work environments)



Topic 1: What is Supporting Others?

Supporting others consists of ensuring that individuals who lack abilities, competencies, or confidence get 

constructive, empathetic, or sensitive assistance when they request or demonstrate a need for help. This 

skill is necessary in all environments surrounding a person: family, friendship, work, sports, etc. 

Supporting others is an excellent method to show care to the people around you, be a family member, a 

friend or a co-worker. Make recommendations to others based on your experience, knowledge and 

responsibilities. Utilize the following guidelines to assist in guiding your support to others: 

− Ask. Before you provide counsel or assistance, be sure if it is something the other person want.

− Be considerate. Avoid passing judgment on the other person and provide friendly and useful advice

and assistance.

− Be truthful. Honesty contributes to the effectiveness of the counsel or assistance you provide.

− Listen. Pay attention to what the other person has to say and how they react to your suggestions.

− Collaborate. When offering counsel or assistance, collaborate with the other person to discover a

solution to the situation.

− Also, constructive criticism is a kind of counsel that is acceptable and even welcomed in the

workplace. Providing constructive criticism to colleagues on their work enables them to develop and

may result in increased productivity at work.



Topic 2: Why is it important?

Supporting others is critical to sustaining stable relationships at any level or environment. Several 

advantages of supporting people include the following:

− Morale: Being helpful when assistance is required may boost morale.

− Support: When you show other people that you care, they are more inclined to reciprocate.

− Leadership: Assisting others is a critical characteristic for developing leadership abilities.

− Health: Positive environments may help to alleviate stress and enhance one's health.

− Productivity: Specifically at work, when co-workers collaborate cooperatively and collaboratively, they

are able to work more efficiently.



Topic 3: Sample texts on how to mention it on the CV

− Ability to understand the emotions of others.

− Ability to listen to others focusing my attention on the other person, showing empathy and withholding

judgment.

− Ability to deal with honesty, transparency and sincerity with others.



Topic 4: Assessment Criteria

The main criteria for assessing this TSC are the aspects mentioned below. According to them, educators

can guide their learners in their improvement process. The learner can be assessed as “competent” or

“need improvement”. The educator can add specific comments for each learner in the respective

boxes. Please refer to the Intellectual Output 2: Be Creative! Handbook for educators for further

guidelines on assessment criteria.

Criteria Competent Need 

improvement
Assisting others

Providing counsel and guidance to others

Being considerate and truthful while dealing with others

Attentive listening to others



Activities



Practical Activity 1: Goya’s Physician and the Art of Caring 

Objectives of the Activity

● To practice empathy by putting oneself in the place of the other person.

● To recognise who is showing empathy and who is not.

● To analyse a specific situation before taking action.

TSC addressed by the activity

● Supporting others

● Showing respect and consideration to others

Materials

Images of 4 famous paintings printed in colour in minimum A4 size:

− Self Portrait with Dr. Arrieta (Goya, 1820)

− The Anatomy of Dr. Tulp (Rembrandt, 1632)

− Portrait of Dr. Gachet (Vincent Van Gogh, 1890)

− The Gross Clinic (Thomas Eakins, 1875)

The pitch

The learners have to observe, analyse and put themselves in the scenes shown in the pictures, practicing empathy. 

Then will be asked to reflect upon it.



Procedure

1. Show the learners the 4 paintings of physicians, created by famous painters.

2. Ask the learners to observe attentively each of the paintings, describe the characters and try to understand what is

happening in the scenes. Follow the guide for each painting:

Self Portrait with Dr. Arrieta (Goya, 1820): The painting shows Dr. 

Arrieta holding a pale and weakened Goya as he administers 

medicine. The positioning and gesture of the doctor’s hands 

express a determination to get his patient better, and his face 

shows kindness and caring. In the background are mysterious 

dark figures that might represent the nightmares of a man in a 

state of delirium. This oil painting was created in 1820 when the 

artist was 74, and 8 years before his death. The artist had already 

achieved great fame as painter to royal courts of Spain. Goya had 

been afflicted for years with medical problems that left him deaf 

and partially blind. 



The Anatomy of Dr. Tulp (Rembrandt, 1632): shows a 

flamboyantly dressed professor teaching anatomy to a 

group of learners. The teacher’s clothes demonstrate his 

rank and wealth as he gives the demonstration, but the 

portrait does not reflect caring for the sick.

Portrait of Dr. Gachet (Vincent Van Gogh, 1890): depicts a

man who appears melancholy or bored, leaning his head

against his hand. In front of him are two novels and a foxglove

plant, from which digitalis is extracted. There is no indication

that the subject is a physician other than the medicinal plant in

front of him and Van Gogh’s letters, and not much caring or

compassion comes across. However, knowing that he is Van

Gogh’s doctor, you might imagine that he is contemplating the

artist painting him, watching in pity a penniless and tortured

soul toiling away.



The Gross Clinic (Thomas Eakins, 1875): . In this painting the doctor 

with bloody hand and scalpel is looking away from an unconscious 

patient on the operating table whose leg is being cut. To the viewer’s 

left and behind Dr. Gross is a person in distress, possibly the patient’s 

mother, and the great doctor shows no reaction or empathy. Dr. Gross 

might have been a skilled surgeon and teacher, but compassion does 

not seem his forte, at least in this portrait.



Other considerations:

Self Portrait with Dr. Arrieta (Francisco de Goya, 1820) is considered one of the best portraits of a physician in the history

of western art. Goya’s doctor shows deep compassion and a fierce will to improve the health of his patient.

When we compare Goya’s image to these paintings, we begin to appreciate the qualities that are displayed in Dr. Arrieta

through the artist’s skilled hand. The attributes of compassion and caring are difficult to measure in board examinations

and may not matter much in today’s data driven healthcare environment. Yet these qualities are so important in

establishing a relationship with a sick patient.

The process of entering a physician-patient relationship is an intimate, challenging experience that should not be taken for

granted, and we as physicians have the ability to change people’s lives. In Dr. Arrieta’s case, he enabled Goya to live

another 8 years and further express his genius in art, which was a gift to the world. Perhaps this painting needs to be

distributed to every medical student as the ideal to be attained through training as a physician.

3. Ask the learners to choose one of the characters of any of the painting and THINK AND FEEL as if they were that

character of the scene. They may choose to be the medical doctor, the patient, the patient’s mother, the medical learners,

etc.

4, Ask the learners to consider how they would feel in that character and how they would behave. After thinking and feeling

as the chosen character, will there be any change in the way they would choose to be painted?



Questions for discussion among participants

● Which character shows compassion and caring, and which one not? What do you think

about his/her reaction?

● Do you think that medical doctors show compassion and caring in current times?

● What can you do in your environment to be more supportive to others?

Intergenerational aspect

Mix age groups and analyse the difference in the answers 3 and 4 of the procedure. Is there any

difference among their considerations?



Practical Activity 2: Acting out giving advice 

Objectives of the Activity

● To practice giving advice to others, following the simple but useful considerations learnt.

● To analyse a situation from different perspectives.

● To practice sharing with others our own feelings.

● To understand other people’s feelings.

● To practice attentive listening.

TSC addressed by the activity

● Support others

● Showing respect and consideration to others

Materials

Paper and pens

The pitch

Learners take different roles for providing advice to others and produce a short role-play.



Procedure

1. Each one of the learners have to think of a situation in which they need advice.

2. Then work in groups of three with the following roles:

− Student 1: who has the problem

− Student 2: practices giving good advice

− Student 3: shows no care neither provides advice

Each group need to act out 3 different situations: After playing their respective roles, Student 1, 2 and 3 

rotate and switch roles. In total, each group works with 3 different problems and produces 3 role plays. 

3. Out of the 3 role plays, each group chooses one of those and represents it to the rest of the class.



Questions for discussion among participants

● Which role-play did you like the most? Why?

● What character did you like the most? Why?

● What character did you dislike the most? Why?

● Let’s review: what do we need to take into consideration while providing advice to others?

Intergenerational aspect

Mix age groups and compare their advices. Younger generations can learn from the wisdom of

the elder ones.



Copyright Disclaimer

All audio-visual material was accessed freely from free online stock image platforms and/or YouTube and apply 

fair use laws without intention to breach any copyrights. If you feel that copyrights were violated, kindly contact 

us at https://becreativeproject.eu/ to resolve the matter in a restorative justice manner. 

https://becreativeproject.eu/
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